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Abstract
There have been many efforts to improve the quality of speech synthesis systems in conversational AI. Although state-of-the-art systems are capable of producing natural-sounding speech, the generated speech often lacks prosodic variation and is not always suited to the task. In this paper, we examine dialogue data collection methods to use as training data for our acoustic models. We collect speech using three different setups: (1) Random read-aloud sentences; (2) Performed dialogues; (3) Semi-Spontaneous dialogues. We analyze prosodic and textual properties of the data collected in these setups and make some recommendations to collect data for speech synthesis in conversational AI settings.
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1. Introduction
Despite conversational AI systems gaining traction across various applications, they still largely fall short of the user's expectations because of their inability to realize conversational fluency that is intrinsic to communication between humans. Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems play a major role in computer voice interaction with humans, however off-the-shelf general purpose TTS systems are very limited in their ability to naturally synthesize and yield the vast characteristics of spoken conversations and interactions [1]. A text-to-speech model that is contextually-aware and able to generate appropriate prosody will be a preferable system for conversational text-to-speech when compared to current models. One way to improve the quality of conversational text-to-speech is to record a speech dataset that has a good coverage of the prosodic devices that are utilized naturally in conversations.

The conventional way of developing a speech corpus for TTS is to record read-aloud speech from a single speaker in a professional studio. In most cases, the voice talents are instructed on the speaking style that they should assume when reading-out the transcript material. This method ensures clean and high quality speech as well as a phonetically balanced corpus as the transcript material is selectively curated beforehand to ensure sufficient phonetic coverage of the language. However, when recording data sets, recording setups are likely to pose trade-offs between control and naturalness over the recorded material [2]. When developing speech data sets, depending on the extent of control in the recording setup, many speculate that the naturalness of the recorded speech declines even in instances where the talents are asked to portray a given speaking style, as such prompted methods may lead to exaggeration [3]. Additionally, previous corpus-based studies have highlighted significant prosodic differences between read and spontaneous/naturally occurring speech [4, 5]. Unlike general purpose TTS, conversational TTS voices should ideally emulate speaking styles that are closer to natural occurring and spontaneous speech.

In this paper, we are motivated by the question: what are the considerations for developing conversational speech corpora for text-to-speech synthesis and how to strike a balance between control and perceived naturalness of the recording material? We hypothesize that a traditional read-aloud single speaker recording method is not suitable for conversational speech data collection as it does not reflect the dynamics of dialogues interactions. To this end, we are interested in investigating the differences between speech produced in three proposed recording setups by analyzing the acoustic-prosodic differences and the synthesized speech per setup. Specifically, we are interested in answering the following questions: (Q1) Is there a difference between speech collected in a multi-speaker interactive setting compared to single-speaker settings?; (Q2) Are performing dialogues by two voice talents able to simulate dialogues that are prosodically similar to actual natural-occurring conversations or are their features still edging towards read-aloud speech?

2. Related Work
Growing research interest in expressive speech synthesis for conversational speech has led towards efforts solving two subproblems. On the one hand, recent research has looked into building context-aware neural TTS models by incorporating and conditioning contextual information such as audio and linguistic features during training [6, 7]. This has also led to newly proposed evaluation paradigms, which aim to move from rating naturalness of speech in isolation to rating appropriateness of speech in context [8]. On the other hand, research in conversational speech synthesis has also led to various approaches towards either recording conversational speech corpora or selectively utilizing existing found conversational data.

We outline some of the various approaches that have been used to collect conversational speech data. Following the conventional read-aloud recording method, researchers in [9] developed a conversational TTS corpus for a US English male speaker, RyanSpeech, using transcript material collected from various conversational domains. Considering the perceived difficulty of a voice talent to enact conversational material with natural conversational prosody within a single-speaker setting, researchers in [6] proposed an approach that extended the recording setup to two speakers enacting dialogues in context. This approach was used to collect a Mandarin Chinese conversational speech data set of task-oriented dialogues where two female voice talents played the roles of a conversational voice agent and a user. The actors were not constrained to the transcript material and were free to modify content and insert other spontaneous behaviors as they saw fit. The third strategy
is to utilize found naturally occurring conversational speech, this lifts off the control exerted by recording setups and so is perceived to have high naturalness and adequately employed conversational prosody. Researchers in [10] were successfully able to extract clean single speaker conversational speech from found podcast data to train a TTS model. The drawback with found data is that it is often ill-suited for text-to-speech synthesis, as there are frequent occurrences of disfluencies, restarts, repetitions, fillers, fragmented sentence structures and overlaps between interlocutors. This makes the post-processing of the data a very tedious process. Our experimental setup aims to collect conversational data related to all three aforementioned setups and analyse the differences between all three.

Section 3 details the three setups for data collection. Section 4 discusses the analysis of the differences between the three setups in terms of prosody and acoustics. In Section 4.7 we discuss the implications for collecting conversational speech data for TTS.

3. Corpus Design

Our experiment involves collecting conversational speech from voice talents across three recording procedures as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Overview of the three recording setups 1) Read-Aloud Single Speaker Setting 2) Performing Dialogues 3) Semi-Spontaneous Dialogues

3.1. Transcript

For this experiment we mainly focused on task-oriented dialogues and we utilized existing dialogues from the Google Taskmaster dataset [11], online language learning websites and manually bootstrapped dialogues based on a complaints database. Examples of task-oriented dialogues include movie ticketing, ordering pizza, car appointment scheduling and filing fraud complaints. Additionally, we also included dialogues that assumed a measure of familiarity between the speakers, such as party invitations and dialogue between work colleagues. In total we gathered 23 dialogues to be recorded.

3.2. Recording Setups

The speech recordings consisted of three different setups: (1) Random read-aloud sentences; (2) Performed dialogues; (3) Semi-Spontaneous dialogues.

- **Setup 1 Random Read-Aloud Sentences**: Each speaker separately recorded their part of the dialogue presented sentence-by-sentence in random order.

- **Setup 2 Performed Dialogues**: Both speakers, assuming their role play, enacted their dialogue parts from a shared screen in context. This setup was designed to be similar to the proposed approach in [6]. Similarly, the voice talents were free to insert spontaneous behaviours or modify the scripts in a way they thought would enable them to sound more conversational in the given context.

- **Setup 3 Semi-Spontaneous Dialogues**: To elicit spontaneous speech, the voice talents were presented first with a scenario which described the scene for the dialogue context, as well as persona narratives for the agent/user roles beforehand. This approach was derived from [12] for eliciting emotional speech. Secondly, the data collector’s screen also displayed cue cards with words or phrase prompts related to the intent of the turn in the dialogue to help the speakers co-create the dialogues easily. The dialogues in this setup were based on dialogues from Setup 2 which was recorded prior to Setup 3.

3.3. Corpus Recording

The corpus was recorded with two professional voice talents, a male and female speaker, both native speakers of British English with a previous working relationship with each other. In task-oriented dialogues, the male actor assumed the role of the agent while the female actor assumed the role of the user. The decision was made because the male speaker had already recorded a speech database with us for use in TTS, so this would aid future synthesis experiments. Both actors were compensated for their services. After the recording session, both actors were asked to fill out a survey describing their individual experience and preferences with all three different recording setups.

The recording sessions were administered via a video conferencing platform, during which each voice talent was situated in their own professional recording studio and recorded their part of the conversations on their own computer. To simulate an exclusively audio recording sessions, the voice talents were asked to turn off their videos. Both speakers could see the data collector’s shared screen which displayed the dialogue transcript material designed for the different recording setups. The sequence of the recording session was as follows: Setup 2: Performed dialogues followed by Setup 3: Semi-Spontaneous dialogues then lastly Setup 1: Random Read-Aloud sentences.

4. Analysis

Previous research shows that a single feature is insufficient to distinguish between speaking styles and many diverse aspects can be analyzed to differentiate between styles [13]. In our analysis we utilize features covering acoustic, phonetic and prosodic aspects of speech produced solely by the male speaker in our corpus, resulting in a total of 869 sentences consisting of 264, 290 and 313 sentences for setup 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Each interlocutor’s turn is treated as a sentence in our analysis. A one-way ANOVA test showed that the features analyzed per setup are statistically significant different with p<0.002.

4.1. Speech Timing

We extracted durational features from all the sentences in the corpus. In the calculations, we excluded segments of spontaneous behaviours such as fillers (uhm, eh) from the sentences as we feared they might influence the results. The features extracted per sentence include speaking rate (phonemes/sec), sentence duration, and pause-to-speech ratio across the three different setups which are plotted in Fig 2.

In previous literature, reported speaking rates for different speaking styles were not always consistent in corpus anal-
Figure 2: Speaking Rate, Sentence Duration, Pause-to-speech ratio by recording setup

For our corpus, in Setup 1, we take into account that the voice actor’s focus in that exercise is to ensure that they are articulating words clearly and are deliberately audible when recording the data in this format therefore leading to a lower speaking rate. This is likely to differ in Setup 2, where both actors are performing dialogues and both of them can read the full dialogue on the screen at the same time so communicating clearly might not be the speaker’s focus. Likewise, in Setup 3, speakers generate dialogues semi-spontaneously with cues, this setup is likely to account for a slower speech rate as the speakers are constructing sentences in the dialogues each turn. Violin plots of sentence duration shows setup 1 and 3, with longer tails and wider distribution in comparison to setup 2 which has more sentences less than 2.5 seconds long. Lastly we observe longer tails in the violin plots of silence-to-speech ratio in setup 2 and 3 compared to setup 1, potentially indicating a more paced-speaking style in a multi-speaker setups than in the single-speaker setup.

4.2. Intonation

The $F_0$ values were extracted using Praat’s python wrapper implementation [15]. We set the floor and ceiling frequency values to 75Hz and 400Hz respectively. Utilizing an approach implemented in [16] we filtered out frequency values that were outside 1.5 times the interquartile range for the speaker. The extracted intonational features include $F_{0\text{mean}}$, $F_{0\text{std}}$, and $F_{0\text{range}}$ and are plotted in Figure 3. Comparable to the analyses found in [14, 16], the $F_0$ range declined across all three setups, with the read-aloud sentences in Setup 1 having the highest $F_0$ range and the semi-spontaneous having the lowest $F_0$ mean and range values as shown in Figure 1. Previous analysis in [16] cites lack of turn-taking organization in setup 1 as reason for larger $F_0$ range. However, we do observe longer tails $F_0$ range and $F_0$ mean in setup 3, likely accounting for more expressive sentences in the semi-spontaneous dialogues. In general, we expect more intonational variation in setup 3 compared setups 1 and 2.

4.3. Pitch Decomposition

Pitch contours can give us a lot of information about intonational phenomena observed in the speech. The previous para-

4.4. Textual Differences

We compared text, manually transcribed from speech collected in Setup 2 and Setup 3. We chose to analyse text differences because the transcript material used in Setup 2 were gathered mainly from text-based dialogues chats which were then used as transcript for a spoken communication setting. However, we believe there are fundamental differences in communicating through both mediums. When engaged in spontaneous talk, speakers have the full expressive power of spoken language to construct sentences with the help of prosodic devices to communicate a message, meaning that the same sentence can be produced in different ways, conveying various meaning.

We selected the subset of dialogues that were recorded in both Setup 2 and Setup 3. Next, we extracted features such as average turns per dialogues, word count per sentence and frequency of fillers in the dialogue. On average the turn lengths of dialogues for both setups is 20. The average length of an sentence in a dialogue are 11 words and 14 words for Setup 2 and Setup 3 respectively therefore Setup 3 tended to have a higher word count compared to Setup 2. Lastly, in Setup 3 the speaker used fillers in his speech, with the average fillers count...
per dialogue being 2.5 compared to the absence of fillers found in Setup 2 dialogues.

4.5. Preliminary TTS Experiment

The goal of our corpus analysis is to recommend suitable methods for developing conversational speech corpora for TTS. To test the validity of the speech data collected in our experiment, we conducted a preliminary synthesis experiment using a multi-style speech synthesis model. We utilized a variant of the FastSpeech2 end-to-end speech synthesis architecture [20] and encoded the male speaker’s speech data from each of the three setups as a style embedding. This was then added to the output vectors of the phone encoder for training. The training data also contained a larger set of neutral style training data from the same male UK English speaker. The weights for the styles were adjusted to account for the skewed distribution of the training material. We had more than 8000 neutral sentences versus approximately 275 sentences per setup. A vocoder based on MelGAN architecture [21] is used to reconstruct the waveform from the Mel-spectrogram features. Post-training, we projected the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) derived from GST embeddings of sentences from each of the setups in our training data. Although the data set collected through this experiment is not very large, the plot in Figure 4 shows that even with small amount of conversational speech (< 20 minutes per setup), the acoustic model is still capable of partially separating the perceived speaking style from all three conversational speech setups.

Figure 4: T-SNE Clustering of GST embeddings of sentences from all 3 recording setups

There are noticeable perceived differences in the prosody of the synthesized speech from each of the three setups. We measured the $F_0$ mean and speaking rate and observed that they correlated with the representative features in the training data. For future research we plan to conduct a subjective evaluation with the synthesized sentences from all three setups.

4.6. Voice Talent Preferences

In the post-recording survey both talents rated the semi-spontaneous recording, Setup 3, as the best setup in helping them produce dialogue speech naturally. They also both commented that the cue-words were useful in helping them produce more natural responses whilst maintaining a dialogue structure. Interestingly both talents rated Setup 2, Performing Dialogues, as their best setup in terms of overall experience, followed by Setup 3, Spontaneous dialogues then lastly read-aloud setting. From this feedback we believe that producing dialogue speech in a multi-speaker setting, is most preferred by voice talents.

4.7. Discussion

In the previous paragraphs we examined linguistic and acoustic differences between three data collection methods for conversational speech synthesis. We found that the voice talents had the best overall experience using Setup 2 Performed Dialogues, while they felt that Setup 3 Semi-Spontaneous Dialogues gave them the best platform to produce naturally flowing dialogue speech. We found differences across setups in $F_0$ mean and range with the read-aloud setup having larger values. Setup 3 was the most challenging to annotate as it contained fillers and re-starts. A preliminary synthesis experiment showed that we can reliably synthesize the speaking style of each setup. The intonation analysis showed the importance of selecting diverse dialogue data containing a balanced mix of declarative sentences, wh-questions, and other questions.

5. Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper we have explored three setups for developing conversational speech corpora for speech synthesis. The three approaches were random read-aloud sentences, performed dialogues and semi-spontaneous dialogues. We analyzed prosodic and textual features extracted from sentences across all three setups and synthesized some samples using a multi-style speech synthesis model. Our analysis showed that performed dialogues have prosodic features more similar to spontaneous speech than that of read speech. By our analysis we recommend that multi-speaker settings are best suited for collecting clean conversational speech. However for speech data that truly mimics human speaking style, for instance in human-robot social interactions, spontaneous dialogues are likely more ideal for such use-cases.

In the future we intend to perform a subjective evaluation of the synthesized styles. While we have collected some meaningful information about the three setups, the findings also lead to more questions. While Setup 3 gave the voice talents the best platform for producing natural dialogue speech, it brings some challenges to the data preparation and training of a synthesizer. Setup 2 gave the best overall experience but given the fact that two speakers are needed to read a dialogue, it does mean double the work compared to Setup 1. However, having the data from both speakers from Setup 2 and 3 available gives us the chance to perform more analysis on the interaction between the two dialogue partners and evaluating the synthesis in context. We also intend to extend the synthesis framework with a VAE or similar module to allow for random but meaningful prosodic variation in the synthesis output.

We have tried to select a variety of dialogues in our recordings from customer complaints to pizza ordering to buying movie tickets. While we have separated out the three Sets as speaking styles, we have not looked at the intents behind the agents sentences. In customer complaint calls, there are certain sentences that call for an apologetic tone, whereas most other sentences could be considered as friendly. We didn’t have enough material to analyze it to the fullest. We do believe however, that voice talents can more realistically evoke these intents if the text material is appropriate. Further research should shine more light on this issue.
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